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Inequality and Poverty 

p  so far aggregation of preferences 
n  what if we want to aggregate other (measurable) information 
n  e.g. income or wealth 
n  might be important for redistribution policies 

p  not doable with Pareto-efficiency alone 

p  Inequality and Poverty Measures 
n  Inequality of Income 

p  some households have higher incomes than others 
n  Poverty 

p  some households are too poor to achieve an acceptable standard of 
living 
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Inequality and Poverty 

p  looking at income not enough 
n  HHs differ in size and age distribution 

p  larger HH needs more income to achieve same welfare 
p  demographic variables important 

p  equivalence scales 
n  minimum needs (Rowntree, 1901) 

p  identify bundle of goods and services representing minimum needs 
p  certain quantity of food, rent, necessities 

n  expenditure requirements (Beveridge, 1942) 
p  in addition containing fuel, light, “inefficiency” in purchasing 

n  food expenditures (Orshansky, 1963) 
p  compare cost of food for each composition 

n  OECD scale 
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Inequality and Poverty 

p  previous methods compared different HHs concerning their 
relative welfare 

p  can we simultaneously compare all HHs? 
p  try to construct quantitative measure of inequality 

n  transform distribution data into one single number 
n  to determine inequality and compare between countries 

p  MODEL 
n  H households, with h = 1,…,H 
n  sequence of incomes: M1 ≤…≤ MH 

n  mean income: µ
n  inequality measure: I(M1,…,MH) 

p  usually I(.) = 0 denotes complete equality and I(.) = 1 complete 
inequality 

n  What form should I(.) take? 
p  each measure makes implicit value judgement 
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Statistical Measures 

p  Range, R 

n  does not take into account intermediate part of distribution 

p  Relative mean deviation, D 

n  takes into account entire distribution 
n  but insensitive to transfers from rich to poor 

Example 1: {1,3,6,9,11} 
 µ =  
R =  

Example 1: {1,3,6,9,11} 
 D = 
Example 2: {1,1,6,11,11} 
D =      ; R =  

Overview Ind. Dec. Welfare Collective D. Arrow’s The. Sen’s Th. G-S-Th. Int. Com. Inequ. & Pov.

Statistical Measures

Definition (Pigou-Dalton Principle of Transfers)

The inequality index must decrease if there is a transfer of income
from a richer HH to a poorer HH that preserves the ranking of the
two housholds in the income distribution and leaves total income
unchanged.

Definition (Lorenz curve)

Lorenz curve is constructed by arranging the population in order of
increasing income and then graphing the proportion of income
going to each proportion of the population.
- unambigously ranks income distributions w.r.t. income inequality
- Lorenz curve farther from the diagonal indicates greater inequality
- but only provides partial ranking of income distributions
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Statistical Measures 

p  Lorenz curve 
n  arrange population in order of increasing income 
n  graph the proportion of income going to each proportion of 

population 
p  provides only partial ranking 
p  satisfies Pigou-Dalton principle 

Hindriks & Myles 2006 
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Statistical Measures 

p  Gini-coefficient, G 

n  considers all possible pairs of incomes 
n  satisfies Pigou-Dalton principle 
n  relationship Gini coefficient – Lorenz curve? 

p  G equal area between Lorenz curve and equality line as proportion to 
triangle 

p  G can rank distributions when Lorenz curves cross 
 

Example: {3,5,10} 
G =  
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Inequality Measures 

p  Relationship between income distributions and social welfare? 

n  implies that, if distributions do cross, then social welfare 
functions can be found that rank them differently 

n  Lorenz curve provides most complete ranking of income 
distributions possible without assuming more than symmetry and 
concavity for social welfare functions 

n  Example: Gini 

Overview Ind. Dec. Welfare Collective D. Arrow’s The. Sen’s Th. G-S-Th. Int. Com. Inequ. & Pov.

Statistical Measures

What is the relationship between income distributions and
social welfare?

Theorem

Consider two distributions of income with the same mean. If the
Lorenz curves for these distributions do not cross, every symmetric
and concave social welfare function will assign a higher level of
welfare to the distribution whose Lorenz curve is closest to the
main diagonal.

converse says that if distributions cross then social welfare
functions can be found that rank them di↵erently

Lorenz curve provides most complete ranking of income
distributions possible without assuming more than symmetry
and concavity from social welfare functions
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Inequality Measures 

p  Possibility of deriving inequality measures from SWFs 
n  assume utilitarian SWF 
n  let MEDE be the equally distributed equivalent income, i.e., the 

solution to: 

p  Atkinson measure, A 

n  more diverse income distribution achieves lower social 
indifference curve equivalent to lower MEDE 

n  advantage in this measure lies in freedom of choice of the HH 
utility of income function 

n  commonly used HH utility function 

Hindriks & Myles 2006 
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Inequality Measures 

p  Empirical Data 

Hindriks & Myles 2006 
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Poverty Measures 

p  Poverty as the possession of fewer resources than required to 
achieve an acceptable standard of living 
n  everyone has sort of intuition  
n  how to measure poverty (correctly)? 

p  Absolute Poverty 
n  some fixed minimum level of consumption (income) that constitutes 

poverty 
n  independent of time and place 
n  rather important for developing countries 

p  Relative Poverty 
n  “Whatever the custom of the country renders it indecent for creditable 

people, even of the lowest order, to be without.” (Adam Smith, 1776) 
n  in terms of standards of a given society at a given time 
n  insufficient resources to allow for the participation in the customary 

activities of the society 
n  much more difficult to eliminate 
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Poverty Measures 

p  Poverty line 
n  separating those living in poverty from those who are not 
n  absolute poverty: line remains fixed 
n  relative poverty: line rises and falls with average income 
n  binary view problematic as rather gradual change when moving 

from below to above the line 
n  quite some ambiguity possible 
n  BUT: if poverty is higher today for all poverty lines than it was 

yesterday, then it seems unambiguous that poverty has risen 
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Poverty Measures 

p  How to combine two pieces of information 
n  how many are poor? 
n  how poor are they? 

p  MODEL 
n  poverty line: at income z 
n  HH income: Mh 
n  income gap for HH h: gh = Mh – z 
n  income distribution: {M1,…,MH} with M1 ≤ … ≤ MH 
n  number of HHs in poverty: q, where Mq ≤ z and Mq+1 > z 
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Poverty Measures 

p  Head Count Ratio, E 

n  fraction of HHs whose incomes are not above the poverty line 
n  not affected by gap 
n  only uses one piece of information 

n  Example 
p  z = 10 
p  distribution 1: {1,1,20,40,50} 
p  distribution 2: {9,9,20,40,50} 
p  distribution 3: {7,11,20,40,50} 
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Poverty Measures 

p  Aggregate Poverty Gap, V 

n  additional income for the poor required to eliminate poverty 
n  insensitive to transfers unless the transfer takes one of the HHs 

out of poverty 
n  insensitive to changes in the number of those in poverty 

n  Example 
p  z = 10 
p  distribution 1: {5,5,20,40,50} 
p  distribution 2: {1,9,20,40,50} 
p  distribution 3: {6,6,8,40,50} 
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Poverty Measures 

p  Income Gap Ratio, I 

n  divides aggregate poverty gap by the number in poverty and the 
value of poverty line 

n  might report increase in poverty when the income of a HH 
crosses the poverty line and number of those in poverty is 
reduced 

n  Example 
p  z = 10 
p  distribution 1: {1,9,20,40,50} 
p  distribution 2: {1,10,20,40,50} 
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Poverty Measures 

p  Properties of poverty measures 
n  transfers above poverty line should not affect measure 
n  anonymous, i.e., should not depend on who is poor 
n  regressive transfers among poor should raise poverty 
n  weight of HH should depend on ranking among poor with higher 

weight to poorer HHs 
n  use only number of poor if all the poor have same income 
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Poverty Measures 

p  Sen’s (1976) Measure, S 

n  with Gp being the Gini measure of those below poverty line 
n  S combines 

p  number of those in poverty (head-count ratio, E) 
p  shortfall in income (income-gap ratio, I) 
p  distribution of income among poor (Gini, G) 

n  Example 
p  z = 10 
p  distribution 1: {1,9,20,40,50} 
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PUBLIC GOODS - Introduction 

p  Move from fundamental and specifically normative aspects of decision 
making (Social Choice Theory) to efficiency concerns 

p  Welfare Theorems 
n  markets are efficient 

p  for which goods is this valid? 
n  market failure 

p  Public goods – definition 
n  non-excludable 
n  non-rival 
n  examples? 

p  What are we looking for? 
n  how is efficiency defined 
n  how can we get there 
n  will individuals be truthful 
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Public Goods – Private Provision 

p  why are public goods not simply privately provided? 
n  wrong incentives 

p  free-rider problem 

p  Model 
n  2 consumers, budgets Mh 
n  1 private good, x 
n  1 public good, g 
n  fixed prices equal to one 
n    

n  use a game theoretic approach 
p  reaction curves - Nash-equilibrium 
p  welfare analysis of NE 
p  Pareto optimal? 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Public Goods – Efficient Provision 

p  condition for efficient provision of private goods? 
p  for public goods? 

n  Samuelson Condition  
p  provides a simple description of the efficient outcome 

n    
p  what does this imply? 

n  indifference curves (in g-space) are tangential 

n  will it be privately achieved? 
n  government intervention 

p  but in what form? 
p  lump-sum vs. other taxes 
p  what quantity provided? 

p  government needs to know ind. 
benefits to determine optimal 
quantity 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Public Goods – Voting 

p  provision via political process 
n  voting 

p  e.g. majority rule – definition? 
p  Model 

n  costs G shared equally among H 
n  single-peaked preferences for public good 
n  Median Voter Theorem 

 Assume |H| is odd, the policy space one-dimensional and preferences 
single-peaked. Then the median of the distribution of the individual 
optimal points is a Condorcet winner. 
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Public Goods – Voting 

p  Manipulability aspects 
n  is truth-telling the best strategy? 
n  preference revelation important 

p  Efficiency aspects 
n  is the voting outcome efficient? 

n  generally not efficient 
p  voting outcome depends only on median voter 
p  efficiency depends on whole distribution 
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Public Goods – Personalized Prices 

p  Allocation mechanisms such as private markets or voting lead to 
inefficient outcome 

p  What are the problems? 
n  wrong incentives 

p  private vs. social benefit 
p  should consider them at the same time 

p  use extended pricing mechanism via personalized prices 
n  government decides share of cost of PG each individual has to bear 

p  e.g. equal shares 
n  adjust shares until all want the same quantity of PG 
n  Lindahl equilibrium 
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Public Goods – Personalized Prices 

p  Model 
n  |H|=2; share to be paid by h, τh  
n  self-financing scheme, τ1 + τ2 = 1 
n  budget constraint: 
n  {τ1,τ2} are Lindahl equilibrium shares when G1 = G2  

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Public Goods – Personalized Prices 

p  Problems 
n  practical problem of determining prices for many ind. 
n  incentive problems concerning their true demand 

p  would you tell the truth? 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 

n  efficiency only if individuals are honest 
n  what about non-manipulable allocation mechanisms? 
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n  General question of whether we can design a mechanism to give 
incentives to the individuals to act in the designer’s interest 

 
n  A mechanism can be seen as a specification of how economic 

decisions are determined 
n  institutions, procedures, games 

n  public goods – government 
n  auction – asset seller 
n  political election – electoral procedure 

n  Mechanism design problem 
n  if designer knows optimal choice – mechanism trivial 
n  but typically this information NOT available 
n  mechanism must generate required information 

n  incentive compatibility 
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n  Major questions 

n  When is it possible to design incentive-compatible mechanisms for 
attaining social goals? 

n  What form might these mechanisms take when they exist? 
n  When is finding such mechanisms ruled out theoretically? 
 
 

n  Nobel Prize 2007 
n  Hurwicz, Myerson, Maskin 

n  Historical remarks 
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n  What is the structure of the whole problem? 

set of 
preference 
profiles 

social 
outcomes 

set of strategy 
profiles 

social choice rule 

mechanism 
equilibrium 
concept 
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n  2 ind. 
n  Ann and Bob 

n  2 states of the world 
n  place little/high weight on future 

n  4 alternative energy sources 
n  coal, gas, nuclear, oil 

n  Preferences 
n  Ann cares about convenience 
n  Bob cares about safety 
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state 1 
Ann Bob 
gas nuclear 
oil oil 

coal coal 
nuclear gas 

state 2 
Ann Bob 

nuclear oil 
gas gas 
coal coal 
oil nuclear 

p  energy authority wants to select source that makes both 
reasonably happy  
p  social choice rule picks what is either 1st or 2nd rank by both 
p  f(state 1) = ?   f(state 2) = ? 

p  but what if the authority does not know the state? 
p  would Ann and Bob tell the truth if they just asked? 
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p  let Ann and Bob use the following mechanism 

Bob 
left right 

          Ann 
top oil coal 

bottom nuclear gas 

p  who will choose what in each state? 

p  The mechanism achieves the optimal outcome, although 
p  mechanism designer does not know the actual state 
p  Ann and Bob are interested only in their own preferences 

The mechanism implements the mechanism designer’s social 
choice rule in Nash equilibrium. 
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p  Definition of a mechanism: 
n  Ri … i’s preference over outcome set X 
n  Mi … individual message (action) space 

p  what could Mi consist of? 
n  strategy si:Ri à Mi assigns to any preference a message 
n  s = (s1,…,sn) … strategy profile 
n  S = S1 x S2 x … x Sn … set of all strategy profiles 
n  T … set of states (possible preference profiles) 
n  ui(x,t) … payoff from outcome x in state t 
n  outcome function g:S → X  
n  mechanism m as the pair (S, g) 

p  also called game form 
p  what strategy will be chosen by a player? 

n  many strategies possible 
n  depends on equilibrium concept chosen 
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Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile in which no individual has the 
incentive to deviate unilaterally. 

(s1,…,sn) is a Nash equilibrium of mechanism m in state t if 
ui(g(s1,…,si,…,sn),t) ≥ ui(g(s1,…,s’i,…,sn),t)  

for all i and all s’i ∈ Si   

Mechanism m implements social choice rule f in Nash 
equilibrium (NE) if 

f(t) = Ng(t) for all states t, 
where Ng(t) is the set of Nash equilibria of m in state t. 

p  other solution concepts possible! 
p  e.g. dominant strategy equilibria 
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p  A mechanism is called direct (revelation) mechanism if 
 

n  Example: Let X = {x,y,z}, N = {1,2} and the domain contain all strict 
orders that do not have x middle-ranked. Provide a non-dictatorial 
mechanism. 

p  Definition: A SCF f is truthfully implementable in DS/Nash-
equilibrium if the direct revelation mechanism                  
has a DS/Nash-equilibrium s* in which          . 

n  telling the truth is an equilibrium strategy  
n  there is a connection between implementation through a mechanism and 

truthful implementation via direct mechanism 
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n  is a useful result especially given the converse 
n  if there is no direct mechanism – we also will not find a 

general mechanism that implements f in DSE 
n  what does this imply given the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem? 

Revelation Principle 
Suppose f is implementable in dominant strategy equilibrium. Then 
there exists a direct mechanism that truthfully implements f in 

dominant strategy equilibrium. 

Let |X|>2 and f be a SCF. Then f is implementable in DS 
only if f is dictatorial. 
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p  If the allowable domain is rich enough, most rules are 
manipulable. 
p  so handling a full domain will be difficult 

p  Important question: Under what conditions can a social choice 
rule be implemented? 

 
p  There is also a close relationship between truthful 

implementation and certain monotonicity aspects of social choice 
rules. 
n  what does monotonicity request? 
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p  Maskin monotonicity is one of many monotonicity conditions 
n  other monotonicity conditions 

p  What should happen, if a chosen alternative in profile p does not 
become worse in profile p’? 

Maskin monotonicity monotonicity weak monotonicity 
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p  Assume f(p) = {x}. Then what are the monotonicity conditions 
implying for p’, p’’ and p’’’? 

If a SCR f (domain containing only strict orders) with at least 3 
alternatives in its range is unanimous and  Maskin montononic, then f 

is dictatorial.  
n  provides arguments against insisting on SCRs with unrestricted 

domain 
p  but: Maskin monotonicity as a reasonable property if domain is 

suitably restricted 
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If a SCR f is Nash implementable, then f is Maskin 
monotonic. 

n  Maskin monotonicity as a necessary condition for Nash implementation 
p  can be made sufficient by adding the following condition: 

 
n  A SCR f satisfies no-veto if for all a ∈ A and all profiles p, if a is 

ranked (weakly) best by at least n-1 individuals, then a ∈ f(p). 

Let n>2 and SCR f satisfy no-veto. Then f is Nash implementable if 
and only if f is Maskin monotonic. 

n  this is a sort of existence result 
n  the class of rules characterized is very small 

p  hardly any reasonable rule is Maskin monotonic on the full domain 
p  quasi-linear preferences in economic environments 
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state 1 

Ann Bob 
gas nuclear 
oil oil 

coal coal 
nuclear gas 

state 2 
Ann Bob 

nuclear oil 
gas gas 
coal coal 
oil nuclear 

state 1 
Ann Bob 
gas nuclear 
oil oil 

coal coal 
nuclear gas 

state 2 
Ann Bob 
gas nuclear 
oil oil 

nuclear coal 
coal gas 

n  Assume: f(state 1) = oil; f(state 2) = gas 

n  Assume: f(state 1) = oil; f(state 2) = nuclear 
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state 1 (A true mother) 
A B 
a b 
b c 
c a 

state 2 (B true mother) 
A B 
a b 
c a 
b c 

n  f(state 1) = a; f(state 2) = b 
n  implementation possible? 

p  King Solomon 
n  a: baby allocated to woman A 
n  b: baby allocated to woman B 
n  c: baby killed and divided in half 
n  goal to allocate baby to true mother 
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Public Goods – Mechanism Design 

p  let’s get back to our incentive problem in personalized prices 
n  how can we guarantee honest behaviour? 
n  preference revelation mechanisms 

p  Example 1 
n  asking individuals to contribute to the cost of a public good 

p  would they truthfully report their valuation of the public good? 
n  2 players 
n  decision to whether produce a public good, G, or not 

p  G=0 or G=1 
n  cost of producing the public good is C = 1 
n  each player reports ri of benefit of public good  

p  the cost of the public good is shared between the two players, with shares 
proportional to announced valuations 

n  assume gross benefits for each player is vi = 1 
p  is it socially beneficial to provide the good? 
p  Social Choice Rule? 
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p  what is the equilibrium outcome? 
n  in equilibrium both players will understate their valuation of the 

public good 

p  payoff matrix (of net benefits – in case both have vi=1) 

91 
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Public Goods – Mechanism Design 

p  Example 2 
n  cost of the public good C = 1 
n  gross benefits 

p  v1 = 0 
p  v2 = ¾ 

n  possible announcements for the players 
p  r1 = 0 or 1 
p  r2 = ¾ or 1 
p  hence players can either tell the truth or overstate 

n  social choice rule  
p  provide good if sum of announcements larger than cost 
p  each pays half of cost if good provided (even if 0 is announced!) 

92 
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Public Goods – Mechanism Design 

p  what is the equilibrium outcome? 
n  results in the provision of a socially nondesirable public good 

p  is there a chance to devise a mechanism for which the true 
valuations will be revealed? 

93 
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Clarke-Groves Mechanism 

p  vi as the net benefit (benefit minus cost) 
p  public good provided if r1 + r2 ≥ 0 

n  if no provision each player receives payoff 0 
n  if provided, each player receives side payment equal to reported net 

benefit of the other player 
p  the side payments change the payoff matrix 
p  assume that reports and net benefits can only have values of -1 and +1 

p  Clarke-Groves mechanism 

94 
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Clarke-Groves Mechanism 

p  does this mechanism provide an incentive to misstate one’s true 
valuation? 
n  two possible states for a player, namely vi =-1 and vi =+1 

v1 = -1 

v1 = +1 

n  problem of the mechanism are the side payments 
p  needs to be put into the system to support truth-telling 

95 
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p  problem of side-payments can be reduced but not completely 
eliminated 
n  extracting information is costly 

p  modification of the mechanism 
n  side-payments only made if player is pivotal 

p  i.e. her announcement changes the social decision 
p  if pivotal, tax based on changed social decision 
p  called Clarke taxes 

n  based on previous example Clarke taxes are given by: 

p  induces truth-telling 
p  ensures that the public good is produced if and only if it is 

socially desirable 
96 
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CLUB GOODS 

p  So far pure public goods 
n  non-rivalry is a strong assumption 

p  parks, roads, fitness centre, etc. 
n  certain goods neither purely public nor private 

p  club goods 

n  location of public good important 
p  who can benefit 
p  radio signal, police control, etc. 
p  local public goods 

n  topics are the same 
p  efficiency and how to achieve it 
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Club Goods - Definitions 

 A club good is a good that is either nonrivalrous or partly rivalrous but 
for which exclusion by providers is possible. 

 A local public good can only benefit those within a given geographical 
area. It may be nonrivalrous within that area or it may be partially 
rivalrous. 
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Single Product Club 

p  Public good 
n  how much is produced? 

p  Club good 
n  in addition: how big should the club be? 
n  congestion 

p  additional member decreases both, costs of the club but also benefits 
from it 

p  second efficiency condition 

p  Model 
n  fixed utilization, homogenous population with identical tastes and 

income 
n  utility function:  

consumption 
good 

club good members 
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Single Product Club 

p  FOCs 

is a version of the 
Samuelson Rule 
decision making within the 
club ensures satisfaction 

Un/Ux as marginal utility 
cost of an additional 
member 

C/n2 as reduction of club 
good cost through an 
additional member 

p  Optimization problem 
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Single Product Club – variable utilization 

p  utility function 
n  v … individual visits 
n  V = vn … total number of visits 

p  Optimization problem 

p  FOCs 
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Clubs and the Economy 

p  Club will ensure efficiency of provision for its members 
n  can this be extended to the whole economy? 

p  separate them into a set of efficient clubs? 
p  James Buchanan (thought this being possible) 

n  2 cases 
1.  efficiency size small relative to total population 
2.  efficiency size large relative to total population 
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Small Clubs 

p  As population increases either 
n  one club does not have optimal size 
n  or all clubs are marginally from being of optimal size 

n  but number of those in non-optimal clubs will be small relative to 
total population 
p  deviation from optimal size approaches zero 

n  Conclusion: 
p  large number of clubs will form 
p  each having the efficient number of members and providing the efficient 

level of service 
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Large Clubs 

p  Only small number of optimal clubs 
p  2 cases 

n  total population exactly divisible by number of clubs 
p  efficient but unlikely 

n  division leads to big remainder 
p  consider utility function dependent on club size 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 

Important distinction: 
equal or unequal fees 
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Large Clubs – Equal Fees 

p  Club size of N/2 cannot be optimal. Why? 
p  Equilibrium where? (utility different in different groups) 

p  Example 
n  utility of being in a club of size n is: 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Large Clubs – Equal Fees 

p  Example 
n  utility of being in a club of size n is: 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Large Clubs – Unequal Fees 

p  analysis more complex when unequal fees 
n  previous equilibrium with club sizes n* and N-n* 

p  no possibility to be better off by moving from one to the other 
p  but what if fees are unequal? 

p  Small à Large 
n  utility gain 
n  utility of all in larger club falls 

p  but gain could be larger than sum of losses 
p  compensation scheme 

p  Large à Small 
n  utility loss  

p  but members in small club gain 
p  compensation possible? 
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Local Public Goods 

p  Local Public Goods 
n  Benefits restricted to a particular geographical area 
n  e.g. local communities 
n  exclusion possible? 

p  if so – club good 
n  if non-exclusive? 

p  market for preferred residence region 
p  do we get an efficient equilibrium? 

p  Model for location choice 
n  H total population 
n  2 communities, h population in each 
n  each community produces local public good 
n  M(h) income as a decreasing function of population size 
n  G/h payment per resident 
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Local Public Goods 

p  differentiate w.r.t. G  
n  Samuelson condition 

p  differentiate w.r.t. h 
p  dynamics of migration 

n  how does population flow? 
n  where is equilibrium found? 

p  Example 
n  where are equilibria? 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Tiebout Hypothesis 

p  so far inefficiency important for LPG 
p  Tiebout Hypothesis says that efficiency always obtained with LPG 

n  through community choice, preference revelation takes place 
n  voting with their feet 
n  hypothesis has been criticized  

p  problems in the link between income and location 
p  large population assumption 
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EXTERNALITIES 

p  An externality is a link between economic agents that lies outside 
the price system of the economy. 

p  Examples 
p  Welfare Theorems do not apply 

n  as following assumptions do not hold: 
p  welfare depends solely on own consumption 
p  production depends only on own input and output choices 

 Definition: An externality is present whenever some economic agent’s 
welfare (utility or profit) is “directly” affected by the action of another 
agent (consumer or producer) in the economy. 
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Externalities 

p  2 types of externalities 
n  production externality  
n  consumption externality 
n  an externality can be both simultaneously 

p  Model 

n  utility functions and production sets dependent on entire consumption 
and production levels 

n  competition will not lead to efficiency 
n  hence: use economic policy 
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Externalities 

p  2 consumer – 2 goods economy 

n  type of externality depends on type of vi 
n  supply of x from endowment ωh 
n  z produced from x competitively, 1:1 
n  px=1 implies pz=1 
n  competitive equilibrium requires 

p  Pareto efficient allocation 

n  solution characterized by 
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Externalities 

p  what happens in case of a 
n  positive externality? 
n  negative externality? 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Externalities Examples 

p  River Pollution 
n  one firm upstream, one firm downstream 
n  both produce same output, sell at same price P=1 
n  inputs: water (price 0) and labour (w) 
n  production functions: 

p  decreasing returns to scale 
n  firms maximize profits 
n  competitive equilibrium 

 efficient? 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Externalities Examples 

p  Traffic Jams 
n  N commuters, either by train or car 
n  train: 40 minutes; car: depends on traffic 

p  where is the equilibrium? 
p  what is the externality here? 
p  where is the optimum? 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Externalities Examples 

p  Pecuniary Externality 
n  job choice: economist vs. lawyer 
n  wage depending on number economists/lawyers 

p  where is the equilibrium? 
p  what is the externality here? 
p  where is the optimum? 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 

n  equilibrium is efficient 
p  cost of lower wages is benefit to 

employers 
p  zero net-effect 
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Externalities Examples 

p  Tragedy of the Commons 
n  all have access to a common resource 
n  inefficiency because of divergence between individual and social 

incentives 
n  lake – fishermen 

p  rent boats at price c per day 
p  B boats lead to F(B) fish 

§  F’(B) < 0 
p  wage, w; price of fish, p=1 

n  equilibrium number of boats? 
p  is this efficient? 

n  how to achieve efficiency 
p  tax 
p  quota Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Externalities – Solutions 

p  Pigouvian Taxation 
n  eliminate divergence between social and private benefits (or 

costs) through taxes or subsidies 
p  changes the firm’s / consumer’s decision situation 
p  what tax/subsidy do we need? 

§  internalizes the cost created 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Externalities – Solutions 

p  Pigouvian Taxation – Example 
n  previous optimality conditions were: 

n  in equilibrium however: 
n  efficiency achieved if: 

n  how can we get this through a tax? 
p  Pigouvian taxation  

n  However: 
p  achieving efficiency needs taxes to be differentiated across 

consumers and goods 
p  similar practical problems as for Lindahl equilibrium 
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Externalities – Solutions 

p  Licenses 
n  taxes alter the cost of generating externality 
n  alternative: control externalities directly via licenses 

p  easier to administer? 
p  less information required? 

n  What needs to be known for 
taxes and licenses? 

n  What is known by state when it 
must take decision? 
p  usually before actual costs and 

benefits of externality are 
known for certain 

Hindriks/Myles 2006 
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Externalities – Solutions 

p  Internalization 
n  beekeeper – orchard  

p  externalities run in both directions 
n  internalize externalities by merging 

p  private and social costs/benefits become the same 
n  difficulties: 

p  leads to market power by creating always larger economic units 
p  some economic agents involved may not want to be merged 

§  e.g. households creating externalities for other households 
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Externalities – Solutions 

p  Coase-Theorem 
n  are such interventions actually necessary at all? 

n  legal rules of entitlement (property rights) 
p  determine ownership 

n  implication: no need for government intervention 
p  private contracts 
p  compensation 

THEOREM: In a competitive economy with complete information and zero 
transaction costs, the allocation of resources will be efficient and 
invariant with respect to legal rules of entitlement. 
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Externalities – Solutions 

p  Claims 
n  efficient outcome 
n  invariant to how property rights are assigned 

p  Hence: holds only if redistribution of income does not cause a change in 
demand level 

p  Practical Relevance? 
n  clearly specified property possible? 

p  e.g. for air pollution 
n  zero transaction costs reasonable? 

p  most significant reason for non-existence of markets in externalities 
n  often only one agent on each side of market 

p  no competitive behaviour – bargaining approaches more reasonable 
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Fairness 

p  Minimal Fairness-Test (“equal treatment of equals“) 
n  two individuals with same characteristics in all dimensions 

relevant to the allocation problem at hand, should receive the 
same treatment (i.e. the same share in whatever is distributed) 

n  treating unequal individuals unequally is a vague principle 

p  4 elementary principles of distributive justice 
n  compensation 
n  reward 
n  exogenous right 
n  fitness 

“Equals should be treated equally, and unequals unequally, in proportion 
to relevant similarities and differences.” (Aristoteles – Nicomachean 

Ethics) 

story about the flute that has to be 
given to one of 4 children (Plato). 
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Fairness 

p  distributive justice from a microeconomic view 
n  is the distribution of rights fair? 

p  rights determine the available actions of individuals 
n  is the outcome of the game fair? 

p  look at the game as the sum of interactions 

p  Procedural Justice 
n  If the procedure is fair, the outcome is fair!  

“…	  pure	  procedural	  jus.ce	  obtains	  when	  there	  is	  no	  independent	  criterion	  for	  the	  
right	  result:	  instead	  there	  is	  a	  correct	  or	  fair	  procedure	  such	  that	  the	  outcome	  is	  
likewise	  correct	  or	  fair,	  whatever	  it	  is,	  provided	  that	  the	  procedure	  has	  been	  
properly	  followed.	  This	  situa.on	  is	  illustrated	  by	  gambling.	  If	  a	  number	  of	  persons	  
engage	  in	  a	  series	  of	  fair	  bets,	  the	  distribu.on	  of	  cash	  a@er	  the	  last	  bet	  is	  fair,	  or	  at	  
least	  not	  unfair,	  whatever	  this	  distribu.on	  is.”	  	  

(John	  Rawls,	  A	  Theory	  of	  Jus4ce,	  1971)	  
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Fairness 

p  Endstate Justice 
n  focus on the outcome of the procedure 
n  consequences important, but not necessarily the properties of 

the procedure 
p  collective welfare approach with benevolent dictator (e.g. state) 

p  distinction cardinal – ordinal 
n  cardinal welfare approach 

p  differences measureable 
p  interpersonally comparable 
p  story of Tiny Tim 

n  ordinal welfare approach 
p  only rankings count 
p  Pareto-efficiency as main criterion 
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Fairness – compensation 

p  could be seen as justification for unequal distribution 
n  sick need more medicine 
n  handicapped need additional resources 

p  increased accessibility 
n  redistribution by state on basis of economic differences 

p  tax systems (lower taxes on lower incomes) 
p  social security 

p  hence we want ex-post equality 
n  by compensating for the involuntary difference in primary 

characteristic(s) 

Certain	  differences	  in	  individual	  characteris4cs	  are	  involuntary,	  morally	  
unjus4fied,	  and	  affect	  the	  distribu4on	  of	  a	  higher-‐order	  characteris4c	  that	  
we	  deem	  to	  equalize.	  (Moulin,	  2003)	  
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Fairness – reward 

p  provide justification for unequal distribution 
n  past sacrifices (mistakes) justify a larger (smaller) share of 

resources today 
p  veterans  
p  higher contributions to insure for drivers with more accidents 

n  extraordinary achievements 
p  prizes to athletes 
p  honors, awards for scientific/political accomplishments 

p  entitlement to the fruit of my own labor (John Locke) 
n  what would be a precise rule? 
n  what about externalities? 

Differences	  in	  individual	  characteris4cs	  are	  morally	  relevant	  when	  they	  
are	  viewed	  as	  voluntary	  and	  agents	  are	  held	  responsible	  for	  them.	  They	  
jus4fy	  unequal	  treatment.	  (Moulin,	  2003)	  
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Fairness – exogenous rights 

p  equal exogenous rights are the allocation of certain basic 
rights 
n  right to vote, free speech, religion, access to education, etc. 

p  unequal exogenous rights as justification for unequal 
treatment 
n  private ownership, difference through seniority 
n  shareholder, creditors according to bankruptcy law, parties 

according to seats, etc. 

p  Ex-ante (in)equality 
n  have a certain (un-)equal claim to the resources 

Certain	  principles	  guiding	  the	  alloca4on	  of	  resources	  are	  en4rely	  
exogenous	  to	  the	  consump4on	  of	  these	  resources	  and	  to	  the	  
responsibility	  of	  the	  consumers	  in	  their	  produc4ons.	  (Moulin,	  2003)	  
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Fairness – fitness 

p  justification of unequal treatment independent of needs, 
merit or rights 
n  not only fairness but also (social) welfare relevant 
n  important for efficiency 

p  sum-fitness  
§  as a utilitarian concept (maximize the sum of utilities in the 

society) 
§  familiar trade-off between sum-fitness and compensation 

p  efficiency-fitness 
§  as pure Pareto-efficiency (collective rationality) 
§  imposes much looser constraints on the allocation of resources 

than sum-fitness 

Resources	  must	  go	  to	  whomever	  makes	  the	  best	  use	  of	  them.	  (Moulin,	  
2003)	  	  
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Fairness – example 

p  allocation of a single indivisible good 
n  each will either get it or not 
n  examples: medical treatment, organs for transplant, 

immigration policy, etc. 
p  or lifeboat, that cannot accommodate everyone 

n  who is allowed in (based on the different fairness criteria)? 
p  exogenous rights, compensation, reward, fitness 

p  sharing the cost of a non-rival good (jointly provided) 
n  externalities, affecting the welfare of others 
n  example: sharing the costs of installing a lift 
n  stand-alone costs: 

p  floor 1: 5000 
p  floor 2: 10000 
p  floor 3: 40000 

who pays how much? 
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Fairness – examples 

p  further example: Tragedy of the Commons 
n  joint consumption, but externalities 
n  Prisoners‘ Dilemma 

p  how can/should we deal with externalities?  
n  government intervention 

p  taxes 
p  takeover by state 
p  prohibitive rules 

n  private contracts (Coase Theorem) 
p  theoretical possibility to take externalities into account 

n  Public Contracts 
p  experts (or „founding fathers) who organize institutions to work 

for the benefit of society 
p  need normative justification as usually not ALL are better off 
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Fairness – Model 

p  What is to be divided? 
n  costs, cakes, indivisible goods, etc. 
n  possible restriction, e.g. in form of network structures, etc. 

p  What do agents’ preferences look like? 
n  depends on the information acceptable in the division process 
n  claims, rankings of items, cardinal value functions, etc. 

p  How are we dividing? What do we want to achieve? 
n  define rules of a fair division procedure 

p  what are the informational and/or computational requirements 
n  what properties do such procedures satisfy 

p  used to define fairness 
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Fairness – Model (cost/benefit – sharing) 

p  formal structure (sharing fixed resources/costs) 
n  set of n agents, N 
n  resource, r 
n  claims vector, x = (x1,…,xn) 
n  problem:           or 

p  sharing a deficit or surplus 
n  A procedure/rule φ assigns to each fair division problem (N,r,x) 

a solution φ(N,r,x)=y, where y = (y1,…,yn) with  

p  usual assumptions 
n  same exogenous rights 
n  fitness plays no role 
n  focus on compensation and reward 
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Fairness – example (joint venture) 

p  2 agents: Anna (Piano) and Bob (Violin) 
p  stand-alone salary: xA = 100000; xB = 50000 
p  a joint net revenue of r = 210000 possible 

n  how should they share the surplus? 

p  various solution methods 
n  proportional solution 
n  equal surplus solution 
n  uniform gains gains 

p  what happens if r < 150000? 
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Fairness – examples 

p  further applications 
n  bankruptcy: claims xi; liquidation value r < xN 

p  properties of solution methods might be important 
§  robust against merging and splitting? 

n  rationing medical supplies: r units of medicine (e.g. insulin) 
available; r < xN 

p  if xi seen as objective need, what would be a reasonable rule?  
n  fund raising: i contributes xi to a project (which needs $r) 

p  r > xN: how to get the rest from current donors? 
p  r < xN: how to pay back the surplus to current donors? 

p  numerical example: |N|= 5; x = (20, 16, 10, 8, 6) 
n  r = 20, 40, 50, 80, 120 
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Fairness – algorithms 

p  how do you calculate the solutions? 
n  algorithm for uniform gains 
n  algorithm uniform losses/equal surplus 

p  axioms important – plausible properties of properties? 
n  independence of higher claims 

p  stating higher claims should not be advantageous 
n  microeconomic term: strategy proofness 

p  immunity against strategic misreport of demand 

Uniform Gains is strategy proof in the sense that it is independent of 
higher claims. 
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Fairness – algorithms 

n  truncation 
p  each xi > r can be reduced to r without changing the allocation 

n  concession 
p  allocate r – xN\i to i;  the result of the (by concessions) reduced 

game plus concession should be the same as the allocation of the 
original problem 

Contested Garment method is the only method that satisfies truncation 
and concession.  

n  Contested Garment method 
n  for n = 2: each gets concessions, rest is distributed equally 
n  Example Ann - Bob 
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Fairness – algorithms 

p  can we generalize the CG-method? 
p  Random-Priority-method 

n  randomly order the individuals and let them take from r until r=0 
n  do this for all possible orders and take the average for each i 

p  Talmud-method 
n  order according to claims, x1 ≤ x2 ≤ … ≤ xn 
n  share r equally until ind. 1 gets x1/2  

p  eliminate ind. 1 
n  share equally until ind. 2 gets x2/2 

p  eliminate ind. 2 
p  etc. 

n  if each has received half of claim and still resource left, continue 
with increase of share for ind. n up to xn – yn = xn-1 – yn-1. 

n  etc. 

Robert Aumann 
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Fairness – algorithms 

p  division of variable resources/costs 
n  resource/cost determined by individual demands 
n  e.g. division of costs of a common facility determined by 

individual demands 
p  cost function:  

p  Average-cost method 

n  costs shared proportional to individual demands 
n  example: |N|=3; x = (1,2,3); z = x1 + x2 + x3; c(z) = max{0, z-4} 
n  is the division fair according to the average-cost method?  
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Fairness – algorithms 

p  Serial cost-sharing method 
n  order x1 ≤ x2 ≤ … ≤ xn and define  
n  x1 = nx1, x2 = x1 + (n – 1)x2; …; 
n  cost-shares are:  

n  example: |N|=3; x = (1,2,3); z = x1 + x2 + x3; c(z) = max{0, z-4} 
n  ind. with smallest demand prefers serial-cost to average-cost 

method if marginal costs are increasing  
n  vice versa with decreasing marginal costs 
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Coalitional Games 

n  A coalitional game (cooperative game) is a model of interacting 
decision-makers with a focus on the behavior of groups of 
players 
n  a set of actions for every group of players 
n  and not only for individual players as so far 
n  every group of players is called coalition 
n  the coalition of ALL players is the grand coalition 

n  The outcome of a coalitional game consists of a partition of the 
players into groups together with an action for each group 
n  often each coalition is associated with a single number 

n  interpreted as the payoff 
n  which can usually be freely divided among the members of the 

coalition 
§  transferable payoff 
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Coalitional Games 

n  Definition: A coalitional game with transferable payoff consists 
of 
n  finite set N of players 
n  characteristic function v assigning to every coalition S (subset of N) 

a real number v(S), the total payoff available to S 

n  models especially situations in which the actions of the players 
not in S have no influence on v(S) 

n  Property: A coalitional game (N,v) is cohesive if  

n  what does this condition tell us? 
n  is a special case of superadditivitiy 
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Coalitional Games 

n  coalitional game designed to model games in which players are 
better off forming groups than acting individually 
n  often this incentive is extreme in the sense that a grand coalition is 

formed 
n  happens if we have a cohesive game 

n  Example 
n  group of 3 players has access to one unit of a (divisible) good; each 

majority can control the allocation of this unit 
n  N = {1,2,3} 
n  v(i) = 0 for i = 1,2,3 
n  v(S) = 1 for all other coalitions S 

n  So what action (allocation, distribution) are we somehow 
expecting from the grand coalition? 
n  one that is stable w.r.t. pressure imposed by the possibility of 

forming other coalitions 
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The Core 

n  idea similar to Nash equilibrium 
n  only that now outcome must be stable w.r.t. deviations of any 

coalition 

 Definition: The core of a coalitional game (N,v) is the set of all 
feasible payoff profiles (xi)i∈N such that there is no coalition S with a 
payoff profile (yi)i∈S such that yi > xi for all i∈S. 

n  An allocation (xi)i∈N is in the core if no coalition S can improve upon 
it. 
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The Core 

n  Example 1 
n  N = {1,2,3} 
n  v(N) = 1, v(S) = α for |S|=2, and v(i) = 0 for all i∈S. 
n  what are core allocations? or when do they exist? 

n  Example 2 
n  N = {A,B,C} 
n  v(N) = 60; v(i) = 10 for all i∈S; v(AB) = 30; v(AC) = 40; v(BC) = 

50 
n  what are core allocations? 
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Fairness – Shapley Value 

n  Commons  
n  is a technology used jointly by a given set of agents 
n  Shapley Value  

n  is an axiomatic solution to a simple model of the commons 
n  focus on reward aspect 
n  compensation entirely absent and assumption of equal exogeneous 

rights 
n  examples 

n  joint ventures with different expertise of partners 
n  fishermen with different fishing technologies 
n  music group with members who are not equally famous 

n  distributional justice needs to correctly evaluate the different 
production capabilities of the agents 

n  stand-alone-costs/benefits 

Lloyd Shapley 
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Fairness – Shapley Value 

n  stand alone test 
n  C subadditive implies 

n  C superadditive implies 

n  stand alone core 
n  C subadditive implies  

n  C superadditive implies  
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Fairness – Shapley Value 

n  example: mail distribution 
n  mail for various villages delivered at point Ω; from there cost 

proportional to distance; 1 Euro per km; all villages along one road 
n  stand alone costs: cA = 20, cB = 30, cD = 90, cE = 100, cF = 110 

A	   B	   D	   E	   F	  Ω	   10	   5	   30	   5	   5	  

n  if everybody pays according to her stand alone costs minus a 
common rebate (uniform losses procedure), who pays how 
much? 
n  too soft on A and B 

n  use a separation argument  
n  Shapley value 
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Fairness – Shapley Value 

n  consider marginal cost/contribution  
n  theory of cooperative games (with transferable utility) 

n  N … individuals; coalition S ⊆ N has SA-costs of C(S) 
n  cost function C is the commons good 

n  kind of technology shared by everyone 

n  Shapley value as expected marginal cost 
n  reward the responsibility of the various agents in the total cost 
n  translates the reward principle into an explicit division of C(N) 

based on the 2n-1 numbers C(S), for all nonempty coalitions 

Shapley Value 
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Fairness – Shapley Value 

n  examples 
n  C(ABD) = 36; C(A) = C(B) = 20; C(D) =36; C(AB) = 29;  

 C(AD) = C(BD) = 36 

n  C(ABD) = 26; C(A) = C(B) = 10; C(D) =18; C(AB) = 19; 
 C(AD) = C(BD) = 18 

n  C(ABD) = 120; C(i) = 60; C(AB) = 120; C(AD) = C(BD) = 60 

n  C(ABD) = 1700; C(A) = C(D) = 800; C(B) =900; 
 C(AB) = 1000; C(AD) = 800; C(BD) = 900 
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Fairness – Shapley Value (properties) 

n  What is a “good” solution? 
n  axiomatic analysis (characterization) 

n  axioms (properties) 
n  Equal treatment of equals 

n  if i,j are equal relative to (N,C), then yi = yj 
n  Dummy 

n  if C(S ∪ {i}) – C(S) = 0 for all S, then yi = 0 
n  Additivity 

n  assume C(S) = C1(S) + C2(S) [e.g. installation- and variable costs], then 
y(N,C1 + C2) = y(N,C1) + y(N,C2) 

Shapley Value is the only solution for cooperative games satisfying 
equal treatment of equals, dummy and additivity. (Shapley, 1953) 
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Matching         

p  what if we want to match two sets X and Y? 
n  applicants with universities 
n  workers with firms 
n  kidneys with patients 

p  do stable matchings exist? 
n  what does stability mean in that sense? 
n  core-property 

p  model 
n  each member in X to be matched with one member in Y 
n  matching splits the sets into pairs 
n  two-sided one-to-one matching game 

n  deferred acceptance procedure (Gale-Shapley (1962)) 
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Matching (marriage market)      
   

n  each ind. in X to be matched with one ind. in Y or stay single 
n  procedure works in rounds 

Results: 
•  Each two-sided one-to-one matching game has a non-empty core. The 

matching obtained by the DA-algorithm is the best result for the proposer 
and the worst for the others (Gale & Shapley, 1962) 

•  There is no mechanism which is both, stable and non-manipulable (Roth, 
1982)  

•  Truth-telling is a weakly dominant strategy for each man in a man-optimal 
stable mechanism. Vice versa for women in a woman-optimal stable 
mechanism (Roth, 1982)  

Alvin Roth 
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Matching (housing market)       
  

n  One-sided matching (housing market) 
n  A house-allocation-problem is a “collective ownership economy“, in 

which a given number of houses has to be allocated to a number of 
individuals.  

n  some might own a house already, others do not  
n  individuals have preferences (rankings) over the set of houses 

n  Top Trading Cycles (TTC) Algorithm 
n  fix an order of the individuals (priority ordering) 
n  each individual points at its favorite house 
n  each occupied house points at its owner 
n  each available (but empty) house points at the individual of highest 

priority 

è  There exists at least one cycle. To each individual in a cycle we 
assign the house that the ind. points at. Then both, individual and 
house, are removed from market. 

§  repeat until there is no individual or house available anymore 
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Matching (housing market) - Example      
   

ik owns hk for k=1,...,4 
 
Priority order:  
i1 à i2 à i3 à i4 ài5 

 

Example: Let IE = {i1, i2, i3, i4}, IN = {i5},
HO = {h1, h2, h3, h4}, and HV = {h5, h6, h7}. Let
the ordering f order the agents as
i1 − i2 − i3 − i4 − i5 and the preferences (from
best to worst) be as follows:

Pi1 Pi2 Pi3 Pi4 Pi5

h2 h7 h2 h2 h4

h6 h1 h1 h4 h3

h5 h6 h4 h3 h7

h1 h5 h7 h6 h1

h4 h4 h3 h1 h2

h3 h3 h6 h7 h5

h7 h2 h5 h5 h6

h0 h0 h0 h0 h0

Step 1 :

❞
h5

❞h6

❞h7

"i1

"
i5

❞h1

❞
h4

"i2

"
i4

❞ h3

" i3

❞h2

✲ ✲

✻

✻
✛

✍ ▼❖
✛

✻

#
✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✙

• The set of available houses in Step 1 is
HV = {h5, h6, h7}.

• The only cycle that is formed in this step is
(i1, h2, i2, h7). Therefore i1 is assigned h2 and
i2 is assigned h7.

• Since i1 leaves the market, his house h1

becomes available for the next step.
Therefore the set of available houses for Step
2 is {h1, h5, h6}.

Step 2 :

❞
h5

❞h6

"
i5

❞h1

❞
h4

"
i4

❞ h3

" i3

✲ ✲✠

✻

✛
❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❥

✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✶

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑✑✸

• There are two cycles (i3, h1) and (i4, h4) in
Step 2.

• Therefore i3 is assigned h1 and i4 is assigned
h4.

• Since i3 leaves the market his house h3

becomes available for the next step.
Therefore the set of available houses for Step
3 is {h3, h5, h6}.

Step 3 :

❡
h5

❡h6

✉
i5

❡ h3

✲

✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✙

✻❅
❅

❅❅❘

• There is one cycle (i5, h3) in Step 3.

• Therefore i5 is assigned h3.

• There are no remaining agents so the
algorithm terminates and the matching it
induces is:

⎛

⎝ i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

h2 h7 h1 h4 h3

⎞

⎠
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Matching (housing market)       
  TTC allocation obtained via following: 

n  You request my house – I get your turn (YRMH-IGYT) Algorithm 
n  fix an order of individuals (priority ordering) 
n  ind. get top choices as long as houses are not occupied 
n  if house is occupied – but owner already has new house – follow 

priority order 
n  if owner has now new house, put her at top of priority order and 

continue 
n  if there is a cycle, assign to all individuals in the cycle their chosen 

house, delete them from priority order, and continue 

Results: 
•  Given a priority order, the YRMH-IGYT algorithm provides the same 

matching as the TTC-algorithms. (Abdulkadiroglu & Sönmez, 1999) 
•  Given a priority order, the TTC (and hence YRMH-IGYT) algorithm is 

individually rational, Pareto-efficient and strategy-proof. (Abdulkadiroglu 
& Sönmez, 1999) 
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Fairness – graph structures 

p  can analyse different structures 
n  e.g. cost sharing in the construction of networks 
n  use graph G(N ∪ {0}, E) and cost function c 

A	  

0	  

C	  

B	  

4	   5	  

6	  
5	   2	  3	   this network can also be 

represented by the following 
cost matrix: 

n  if all nodes have to be connected to source 0, what are the 
costs and how should they be distributed?  159 
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Fairness – graph structures 

n  look for a minimum cost spanning tree 
(Kruskal) 

n  possible algorithm: Bird-Rule (1976) 
p  starting with source, every agent pays cost 

from predecessor to herself 
p  what properties does this rule satisfy? 

1	  

0	  

3	  

2	  

4	   5	  

6	  
5	   2	  3	  

n  core property 
n  no coalition can block by connecting to the source at lower cost 
n  do we always find a core? 
n  does the Bird-rule always lie in the core? 
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Fairness – graph structures 

A	  

0	  

C	  

B	  

4	   5	  

6	  
5	   2	  3	  

n  cost monotonicity 
n  whenever a cost matrix M changes to M’ by decreasing just one 

entry c(ij) in M, then neither i nor j should have a larger share in 
M’ 

n  does the Bird rule satisfy this property? 

3	  
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